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Analysis of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment
Intro to Rule 68

• Rule 68 is a risk-shifting tool.
– Built into FRCP to encourage settlements and avoid unnecessary trials.

• Allows defendants to make an “offer of judgment”(like a settlement
offer) at any point up to 14 days before trial.
• Works like a wager with the plaintiff on the value of the case.
– If a final judgment is less favorable than the unaccepted offer, the
plaintiff must pay the costs incurred by the defendants after the offer
was made.
fixed
Rule 68 offer
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calculated value
of claim

Analysis of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment
“Costs”

• What is recoverable under a Rule 68 offer?
– Only "costs"
• Limited to taxable costs enumerated in 28 U.S.C.A. § 1920
– Examples: filing fees, photocopying costs, court-reporter fees, etc.

• Typically does not attorney fees and interest
• May include attorney fees if claims are based on substantive law that includes them
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Analysis of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment
Differences with Settlement

• Rule 68 offers are not settlement offers
– An accepted Rule 68 offer does not result in dismissal
– Unless separately negotiated, no license or protection
from future litigation
– Unlike settlement offers, not confidential
• Amounts at issue will be on public record
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History of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment

• Rule 68 was first adopted in 1938. The modern
version is almost exactly the same.
• Modeled after offer of judgment language found in
state codes at the time.
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History of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment

• Some say the language was meant to limit cases
where the debt was clear and the plaintiff insisted on
litigating the case despite the defendant’s efforts to
pay the amount in full.
• Major attempt at revising the rule in the 1980s.
Some proposals included:
• making the rule two-way
• applying the rule to losing plaintiffs
• including fees in sanctions subject to court
discretion
• adding prejudgment interest to sanctions
• bad faith exceptions
• changing the period for response to 30 days
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Analysis of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment
Litigation is Expensive

Judgments with Attorney Fees over $10 million
– In re: Rembrandt Technologies LP Patent Litigation, D. Del. ($10.1M)
– Retractable Technologies, Inc. v. Becton Dickinson and Company, E.D.
Tex. ($11.7M)
– Gabriel Technologies et al. v. Qualcomm Incorporated et al., S.D.
Cal. ($12.4M)
– Howmedica Osteonics Corp. v. Zimmer, D. N.J. ($13.3M)
– Kennedy et al. v. ABB Inc., W.D. Mo. ($13.4M)
– Procaps S.A. v. Patheon, S.D. Fla. ($18.5M)
– Oracle USA, Inc. et al. v. Rimini Street, Inc. et al., D. Nev. ($46.2M)
– Oracle Corporation et al. v. SAP AG et al., N.D. Cal. ($120M)
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Analysis of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment
Rule 68 Example

P holds a patent
and believes D
(a widget
manufacturer)
is infringing P's
patent.
P thinks
damages would
be more than
$2,000.

P

D

D doesn't think the
widgets infringe.
D is certain that the
widgets sold would
produce damages of
a maximum of $2,000.

P
D

At trial, P wins on infringement but
royalty recovery totals only to $1,000
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P is now liable for D's costs
after the Rule 68 offer, which
total $25,000. In the end, P
ends up owing $24,000
instead of collecting $1,000 in
damages.

P

P pays D $24,000

D

D effectively used the
Rule 68 offer of
judgement

Analysis of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment
Rule 68 Wager

After receiving an offer, the plaintiff must carefully determine:

YES
The perceived value
of the case exceeds
the offer
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The plaintiff
should not accept
the offer. (May let
the offer lapse by
not accepting it
within 14 days).

If unaccepted, case
proceeds. But if the
case proceeds to a final
judgment that is
less favorable than the
unaccepted offer, the plaintiff
must pay the costs incurred
by the defendants after the
offer was made.

Is
the claim
worth
more than
the
offer?*

NO

The
plaintiff should
accept the
offer.

If accepted, the
court clerk
enters the
judgment and
the case ends.

The offer exceeds
the perceived value of the
case

*If the determination is not
calculated enough, Plaintiffs
open themselves up to potential
further liabilities.

How is Rule 68 Used?

• Large Entities
–
–
–
–

Often the targets of patent suits
Statutory costs absorbed by organizational efficiencies
Often prefer to negotiate a license
Preference against public nature of Rule 68 offers

v.
Large Entity
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Large Entity

Not Effective

How is Rule 68 Used?

• Large Entity Plaintiffs
– Willing to risk paying costs
– Used to litigating
– Prefers confidential settlement

v.
Large Entity
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Small Entity

Not Effective

How is Rule 68 Used?

• Small Entity Plaintiffs
– Less resources for legal expenses
– Favor predictable outcomes for investors
– Fewer organizational efficiencies to absorb costs

v.
Small Entity
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Large Entity

Effective

How is Rule 68 Used?

• Small Entities
–
–
–
–
–

Costs typically higher in proportion to total litigation expense
Larger potential effect on bottom line
More focused on business footprint
Often easier to determine exposure early in case
Sometimes better equipped to design around and avoid infringement

v.
Small Entity
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Small Entity

Very Effective

How is Rule 68 Used?

• Rule 68 Offers against Nonpracticing Entities
–
–
–
–

NPEs don’t want liability, but a Rule 68 offer can shift the burden onto them
Particularly effective against nuisance NPEs
Helps resolve case quickly
May be able to “pierce the corporate veil” if NPE tries to dissolve

v.
NPE
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Large Entity
Small Entity

Effective

Campbell-Ewald Co. v. Gomez

• Gomez did not accept Campbell's Rule 68 offer (claim in full) and allowed the Rule
68 submission to lapse on expiration of the time (14 days) specified in the Rule.
• Campbell then moved to dismiss for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. Campbell
argued that its full offer mooted Gomez’s individual claim by providing him with
complete relief.
• The Supreme Court in Campbell-Ewald Co. v. Gomez held that an unaccepted Rule
68 settlement offer (even an offer of complete relief) does not moot a plaintiff’s claim
in a putative class action.
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Impact of Campbell-Ewald Co. v. Gomez
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•

Campbell-Ewald Co. v. Gomez protects a plaintiff's ability to bring independent and putative
class action claims and restricts the ability of defendants to use Rule 68 offers of judgment (or
settlement offers) to resolve named plaintiffs’ claims in putative class actions.

•

Pursuant to Rule 68 of the FRCP, an unaccepted settlement offer has no force and does not
affect whether the case presents an actual case or controversy over which a court has
jurisdiction under Article III of the Constitution.

•

Even if a named plaintiff’s claims are moot, the named plaintiff still may pursue relief on
behalf of a class.

Impact of Campbell-Ewald Co. v. Gomez
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•

The majority opinion did not rule out settlement offers as an effective tool for resolving
a named plaintiff’s claims.
– The majority expressly refused to decide the issue of whether a claim can be mooted
under circumstances where a plaintiff actually receives full relief, e.g., defendant deposits
the full amount of the plaintiff’s individual claim in an account payable to the plaintiff and the
court then enters judgment for the plaintiff in that amount.

•

The dissent provided an alternative: depositing full relief with the district court on the condition
that it be released to the plaintiff when the case is dismissed as moot. Whether such an
approach will moot a named plaintiff’s claim remains to be decided. Defendants in class action
litigation should consider this in their defense.

Statistical use of Rule 68 Offers

• Forty-three states have enacted their own rules on Offers of Judgment.
• Twenty-four states allow two-way offers.
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(Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming)

Statistical use of Rule 68 Offers

• Numerous states allow Offers of Settlement in addition or in place of Offers
of Judgment.

(Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Dakota, Texas, and Utah)
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Statistical use of Rule 68 Offers

• Ten have expanded definitions of “costs.”
• Five states explicitly include attorneys’ fees under costs. (state law)
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(Alaska, Florida, Michigan, New Jersey, and Texas)

Tips and Techniques
Timing

• Earlier is better
– Recovery limited to costs incurred after the offer is made, so more costs may
accrue on an earlier offer
– Avoid brushing up against deadline (14 days before trial)

• Learn about the value of the case
– Taking time to evaluate the facts may increase the strength of an offer
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Tips and Techniques
Be Thorough

• Completeness
– Offer only effective for its exact terms

• Specifically address every claim and counterclaim
• Address any statutory fee-shifting provisions that may apply
– Courts have found plaintiffs may still claim fees if not addressed in agreement
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Case Study #1
Corydoras Tech., LLC v. ASUSTeK Computer Inc.

• Background:
– Corydoras is an NPE
– ASUSTeK is a large electronics manufacturer
– Corydoras sues ASUS for infringement of 7 patents relating to smartphone
technologies

v.
Corydoras
28

Case Study #1
ASUSTeK’s Offer
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Case Study #1
ASUSTeK’s Offer

OFFER OF JUDGMENT (FRCP 68)
TO PLAINTIFF CORYDORAS TECHNOLOGIES, LLC AND TO ITS ATTORNEYS
OF RECORD:
Defendant ASUSTeK Computer Inc., by and through its undersigned attorney, hereby
offers to allow judgment to be taken against ASUSTeK in this matter in the sum of $2,000.00
(Two thousand dollars) for all claims that Plaintiff has raised or could have raised in this matter.
This offer is made pursuant to the provision of Rule 68(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and will be deemed withdrawn unless you serve a written notice of acceptance of the
offer within 14 days of the date that this offer is served on you.
The sum set out in this offer includes all costs incurred to date. For the avoidance of
doubt, the sum set out in this offer, should Plaintiff accept it, shall be ASUSTeK’s entire liability
to Plaintiff, in law, equity, or otherwise, for any claim that Plaintiff has raised or could have
raised in this matter.
This offer of judgment is made for the purposes of Rule 68 only, and neither it nor any
judgment that may result from this offer may be construed as an admission either of liability on
the part of ASUSTeK or that Plaintiff has suffered any injury or damage.
30

Case Study #1
CoryDoras’ Acceptance
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Case Study #1
CoryDoras’ Acceptance

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF DEFENDANT’S RULE 68 OFFER
OF JUDGMENT
Plaintiff hereby gives written notice under Rule 68 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure of its acceptance of Defendant’s June 11, 2019
Offer of Judgment.

32

Case Study #1
Entry of Judgment
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Case Study #1
Entry of Judgment

JUDGMENT
Before the Court is the Motion for Entry of Judgment (“the Motion”) filed by
Defendant ASUSTeK Computer Inc. (“ASUSTeK”). (Dkt. No. 29). Having considered the
Motion, the Court finds it should be and hereby is GRANTED.
On June 11, 2019, ASUSTeK made an offer of judgment pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.
68(a), proposing “judgment to be taken against ASUSTeK in this matter in the sum of $2,000.00
(Two thousand dollars) for all claims that Plaintiff has raised or could have raised in this
matter.” (Dkt. No. 29-1 at 1). ASUSTeK further proposed that, “The sum set out in this offer
includes all costs incurred to date. For the avoidance of doubt, the sum set out in this offer,
should Plaintiff accept it, shall be ASUSTeK’s entire liability to Plaintiff, in law, equity, or
otherwise, for any claim that Plaintiff has raised or could have raised in this matter.” Id.
Plaintiff Corydoras Technologies, LLC (“Corydoras”) timely accepted ASUSTeK’s
offer. On June 25, 2019, Corydoras sent ASUSTeK a notice indicating that “Plaintiff hereby
gives written notice under Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure of its acceptance of
Defendant’s June 11, 2019 Offer of Judgment.” (Dkt. No. 29-2 at 1).
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Case Study #1
Entry of Judgment

The Court finds that the requirements in Rule 68(a) are met by the proposed judgment submitted
by the parties. Corydoras served its acceptance within fourteen days after ASUSTeK made the
offer, and substantially more than fourteen days prior to the trial date, which has previously been
set for June 1, 2020 (see Dkt. No. 24).
Accordingly, pursuant to Rule 68(a) and the agreement of the parties, the Court hereby
ORDERS and ENTERS JUDGMENT as follows:
1. Corydoras is hereby awarded a judgment against ASUSTeK;
2. Corydoras shall accordingly have and recover from ASUSTeK the sum of $2,000
U.S. Dollars;
3. Each party shall bear its own costs, expenses, and attorneys’ fees;
4. All relief requested by the parties and not specifically granted herein is DENIED
AS MOOT; and
5. The Clerk of Court is directed to close Case No. 2:18-cv-351-JRG.
So ORDERED and SIGNED this 12th day of July, 2019.
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Case Study #2

v.
Huge Co.

Small Co.

• Huge Co. owns the ’123 Patent
• Small Co. sells ProductX
• Huge Co. sues Small Co., alleging ProductX infringes the
’123 Patent
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Case Study #2

v.
Huge Co.

Small Co.

• Small Co. knows it sold $1,000,000 of ProductX, and that a
2% royalty is common for licenses to patents like the ’123
Patent
• Small Co. makes a Rule 68 offer of $20,000
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Case Study #2

v.
Huge Co.

Small Co.

• Huge Co. refuses the offer
– Prefers to keep its licensing rates confidential
• Increases their leverage against other infringers

– Knows it can absorb costs or litigation expenses anyway
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Case Study #3

v.
NPE LLC

Large Co.

• NPE LLC, a subsidiary of MegaNPE LLC, owns the ’321
Patent
• Large Co. sells ProductY
• NPE LLC sues Large Co., alleging ProductY infringes the
’321 Patent.
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Case Study #3

v.
NPE LLC

Large Co.

• Large Co. knows it sold $10,000,000 of ProductY, and that
a 2% royalty is common for patents like the ’321 Patent
• Large Co. quickly makes a Rule 68 offer of $1,500,000
(1.5%)
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Case Study #3

v.
NPE LLC

Large Co.

• NPE LLC accepts Large Co.’s offer
– Doesn’t want to accept risk of bearing Large Co.’s costs
– Payment fulfills original purpose in litigating anyway

• Large Co. can quickly resolve the case at a discount
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